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Now-a-days

hiring escorts is

becoming a

popular trend

and the main

reason behind

it is that the

men get

unlimited

sexual pleasure

from the

escorts. Most of

the Delhi
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Escorts are doubling as call girls. Escorts come-in quite handy for the

individuals, who are looking for a right partner to spend a beautiful

evening or night. Escorts also satisfy your craving for something

naughty. The pleasure that you will get, when you perform sex with

an escort is said to be far better than your routine and boring sex

with your wife or a long-time girlfriend. I am Shweta Mahajan, a

resident of Delhi. I am 24 years old and have been in the sex industry

for quite some time. I have also appeared in some television shows.

Sex with an escort like me is better as you don’t need to control all

those factors, which de�ne real sexual pleasure. I will de�nitely suit

your taste and preference as I employ different skill sets with my

clients to provide them complete and total satisfaction.

According to the science and experts, there are 11 features in the

women’s body that make her adorable and men are made to enjoy

those features. And all such features are well-de�ned in me and men

admire it. Men can’t resist these features that make me adorable and

sexy. My sharp and arousing features are, according to my clients

akin to some super-model. My breasts are proportional to the rest of

the body and waist to hip ratio is pleasing to men. According to the

experts, the ratio of 7:10 is considered to be the perfect one and I

have the same. I am a perfect blend of simple, cute and curvy body. I

avoid contouring layers of eye-shadows and lipsticks and prefer to

remain simple. Delhi Call Girls My simple look makes me more

elegant. My simple look and well proportionate body shape arose the

clients, when they meet me. Everybody likes to seek my waistline,

breasts and the buttocks, which as a whole make my looks gorgeous.

My slimmer and toned legs further add to my killing appearance. I

also help my clients hugely improving their sexual performance and

for sure, your performance would be much better as compared to

yours usual ones. I have physical and psychological skill sets that

help you to last long and explode, only close to your complete and

total satisfaction.
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I dislike mechanical sex and add more �avours to it. With me, Delhi

Escorts Service you will perform much better than you normally do.

Some of the things that you can improve having sex with me are

stamina, erection quality and libido. I have also introduced some sex

toys into my bedroom but their use is allowed strictly on the demands

of the clients. Since, I am a history student, I have also read the

history of sex and those who understand what sexuality is – as

described in old scriptures – understand that every type of sexuality

is for the pleasure of the human being. So, I am ready to enjoy the sex

with you in any pose of posture of your like. You can even twist me

around and enjoy a ride.
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